Ten Year Plan

Focus On Scholarship

RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT

- Communicate to lay and professional groups nursing's significant role in addressing critical issues in health care.
- Increase public support and private funds for nursing research.
- Develop an efficient computerized storage and retrieval system for nursing research and nurse researchers.
- Assist practicing nurses to acquire research knowledge and skill.

KNOWLEDGE EXPANSION

- Increase the number of nurses conducting research.
- Increase interdisciplinary collaboration in research.
- Increase exchange of technical information among researchers.
- Develop an international network of nursing scholars.

KNOWLEDGE UTILIZATION

- Stimulate use of research-based curricula.
- Stimulate use of research/theory based nursing practice.
- Disseminate findings of nursing research.
- Increase the public demand for the products of nursing research.

First Year Status Report

Sigma Theta Tau

Develop

Expand

Use
Ten Year Plan — Status Report 1982

Education ➔ Information ➔ Service

Model Program Development
- "Meet the Press" sessions presented during five Regional Assemblies.
- Guidelines for future programs are being developed.

Annual Summit Meetings of National Nursing Organizations
- June meeting (24 organizations were present).
- September meeting (20 organizations were present).

Speakers Bureau
- An initial list has been compiled.
- Information and interest in participation forms are available.

Position Paper on the Ten Year Plan
- First draft completed and under review.

Research Tape Lending Library
- Pilot tapes are prepared.
- Guidelines for taping are available.

Book Series
- Preliminary negotiations are in progress for research utilization and nursing education series.

Community of Nurses

National Center for Nursing
- SIT is serving as the facilitator for discussion with nursing organizations.
- A proposal and timetable have been developed.

Chapter Newsletter Competition
- Categories and criteria are being developed.
- First awards will be presented during Biennial Convention.

Articles in Lay Journals/Publications
- An initial list of publications is available.
- Publications specifications are being developed.

System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
- Guidelines and criteria are available.
- Chapter historical calendar underway.
- Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

Chapter Public Relations Handbook
- First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
- Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

Public

Research Consultation Telephone Subscription Service
- Preliminary negotiations are underway.

Publicity Portfolios
- First drafts on pilot project are completed and being revised.

Research Funds
- Active fund raising campaign is being developed.
- Targeted priorities are being evaluated.

Research Depository
- Initial survey distributed in Reflections and internationally.
- Plans are being finalized to publish the research directory.

Public

Research Utilization Conferences
- First Regional Research Conference presented.
- Guidelines for future conferences are available.

Chapter Newsletter Competition
- Categories and criteria are being developed.
- First awards will be presented during Biennial Convention.

Articles in Lay Journals/Publications
- An initial list of publications is available.
- Publications specifications are being developed.

System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
- Guidelines and criteria are available.
- Chapter historical calendar underway.
- Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

Chapter Public Relations Handbook
- First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
- Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

Public

International Collaboration
- An American study/research Congress is planned for June 1983 in Madrid, Spain.

Body of Knowledge

Research Consultation Telephone Subscription Service
- Preliminary negotiations are underway.

Guidelines for Writing Research for the Public
- First draft is in the process.

Articles in Lay Journals/Publications
- An initial list of publications is available.
- Publications specifications are being developed.

System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
- Guidelines and criteria are available.
- Chapter historical calendar underway.
- Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

Chapter Public Relations Handbook
- First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
- Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

Public

Media Awards
- Ten awards were presented during four fall Regional Assemblies.
- Entry guidelines for 1983 are being revised.

Chapter Newsletter Competition
- Categories and criteria are being developed.
- First awards will be presented during Biennial Convention.

Articles in Lay Journals/Publications
- An initial list of publications is available.
- Publications specifications are being developed.

System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
- Guidelines and criteria are available.
- Chapter historical calendar underway.
- Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

Chapter Public Relations Handbook
- First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
- Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

Public

Body of Knowledge

Research Consultation Telephone Subscription Service
- Preliminary negotiations are underway.

Publicity Portfolios
- First drafts on pilot project are completed and being revised.

Research Funds
- Active fund raising campaign is being developed.
- Targeted priorities are being evaluated.

Research Depository
- Initial survey distributed in Reflections and internationally.
- Plans are being finalized to publish the research directory.
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Education → Information → Service

Community of Nurses
- Model Program Development
  - "Meet the Press" sessions presented during five Regional Assemblies.
  - Guidelines for future programs are being developed.

- Annual Summit Meetings of National Nursing Organizations
  - June meeting (24 organizations were present).
  - September meeting (20 organizations were present).

- National Center for Nursing
  - STT is serving as the facilitator for discussion with nursing organizations.
  - A proposal and timetable have been developed.

- Chapter Newsletter Competition
  - Categories and criteria are being developed.
  - First award will be presented during Biennial Convention.

- Research Utilization Conferences
  - First Regional Research Conference presented.
  - Guidelines for future conferences are available.

- Research Consultation Telephone Subscription Service
  - Preliminary negotiations are underway.

- International Collaboration
  - An American study tour/research congress is planned for June 1983 in Madrid, Spain.

Public
- Speakers Bureau
  - An initial list has been compiled.
  - Information and interest in participation forms are available.

- Position Paper on the Ten Year Plan
  - First draft completed and under review.

- Guidelines for Writing Research for the Public
  - First draft is in the process.

- Articles in Lay Journals/Publications
  - An initial list of publications is available.
  - Publications specifications are being developed.

- Research Funds
  - Active fund raising campaign is being developed.
  - Targeted priorities are being evaluated.

- Publicity Portfolios
  - First drafts on pilot project are completed and being revised.

- Media Awards
  - Ten awards were presented during four fall Regional Assemblies.
  - Entry guidelines for 1983 are being revised.

- System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
  - Guidelines and criteria are available.
  - Chapter historical calendar underway.
  - Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

Public Relations Handbook
- First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
- Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" in progress.

Body of Knowledge
- SIT is serving as the facilitator for discussion with nursing organizations.
- A proposal and timetable have been developed.

- First Regional Research Conference presented.
- Guidelines for future conferences are available.

- Research Tape Lending Library
  - Pilot tapes are prepared.
  - Guidelines for taping are available.

- Book Series
  - Preliminary negotiations are in progress for research utilization and nursing education series.

- Chapter Environment Handbook
  - First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
  - Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

- Research Depository
  - Initial survey distributed in Reflections and internationally.
  - Plans are being finalized to publish the research directory.

- System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
  - Guidelines and criteria are available.
  - Chapter historical calendar underway.
  - Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.
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Education ➔ Information ➔ Service

- Model Program Development
  - "Meet the Press" sessions presented during five Regional Assemblies.
  - Guidelines for future programs are being developed.

- Annual Summit Meetings of National Nursing Organizations
  - June meeting (24 organizations were present).
  - September meeting (20 organizations were present).

- Speakers Bureau
  - An initial list has been compiled.
  - Information and interest in participation forms are available.

- Position Paper on the Ten Year Plan
  - First draft completed and under review.

- Research Tape Lending Library
  - Pilot tapes are prepared.
  - Guidelines for taping are available.

- Book Series
  - Preliminary negotiations are in progress for research utilization and nursing education series.

- Community of Nurses
  - "Meet the Press" sessions presented during five Regional Assemblies.
  - Guidelines for future programs are being developed.

- National Center for Nursing
  - STT is serving as the facilitator for discussion with nursing organizations.
  - A proposal and timetable have been developed.

- Chapter Newsletter Competition
  - Categories and criteria are being developed.
  - First awards will be presented during Biennial Convention.

- Chapter Public Relations Handbook
  - First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
  - Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

- Research Utilization Conferences
  - First Regional Research Conferences presented.
  - Guidelines for future conferences are available.

- Research Consultation Telephone Subscription Service
  - Preliminary negotiations are underway.

- International Collaboration
  - An American study tour/research Congress is planned for June 1983 in Madrid, Spain.

- Community of Nurses
  - Guidelines for Writing Research for the Public
    - First draft is in the process.
  - Articles in Lay Journals/Publications
    - An initial list of publications is available.
    - Publications specifications are being developed.

- System for Maintaining History and Recognizing Contemporary Leaders
  - Guidelines and criteria are available.
  - Chapter historical calendar underway.
  - Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

- Research Funds
  - Active fund raising campaign is being developed.
  - Targeted priorities are being evaluated.

- Publicity Portfolios
  - First drafts on pilot project are completed and being revised.

- Media Awards
  - Ten awards were presented during four fall Regional Assemblies.
  - Entry guidelines for 1983 are being revised.

- Body of Knowledge
  - Guidelines and criteria are available.
  - Chapter historical calendar underway.
  - Preliminary negotiations are underway for a pilot videotape on the contemporary history of Sigma Theta Tau.

- Chapter Public Relations Handbook
  - First section, "Press Release Guidelines" is available.
  - Two sections "How to Handle Interviews" and "Chapter Newsletters" are in progress.

- Book Series
  - Preliminary negotiations are in progress for research utilization and nursing education series.

- Research Depository
  - Initial survey distributed in Reflections and internationally.
  - Plans are being finalized to publish the research directory.
A listing of chapter members who have received doctorates within the last year is regular feature. From Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA, 1982. Written Feedback on (Alpha Chi), Boston. 

- Connections of Selected Cost Factors and Teaching Activities in Community Hospitals. Doctorate from University of Missouri-Kansas City, Kansas City, MO, Fall 1982.
- NORMA MORGAN, Ph.D. (Theta), Omaha. "An Economic Analysis of Selected Hospice Programs." Doctorate from University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Lincoln, NE, July 1982.
- TYNELLA B. BADGETT, Ed.D. (Epsilon Sigma), Johnson City, TN. "Identification and Comparison of Characteristics of the Male and Female in Professional Nursing Programs in Tennessee." Doctorate from the University of Tennessee, Knoxville, TN, August 1982.
- NORMA NEILL WILLIKERSON, Ph.D. (Epsilon Theta), Austin, TX. "Effects of Two Preinstitutional Strategies on Cognitive Learning of the Roy Adaptation Model of Nursing." Doctorate from University of Texas at Austin, TX, May 1982.
- ELIZABETH HAIN WINSLOW, Ph.D. (Beta Beta), Dallas. "Oxidation and Protection of the Cardiovascular Response in Acute Myocardial Infarction Patients during Basal Bath, Tub Bath, and Shower." Doctorate from Texas Women's University, Dallas, TX, August 1982.

Correction: Sister Maribeth Callahan, S.P., Holyoke, MA, received her doctorate in Education from the University of Massachusetts-Amherst, not from the Catholic University of America as reported in Sept-Oct. Reflections.